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If these impulses are removed from
g(n+i)(t) and the residual signal differentiated, g(fl+2)(t) will contain impulses
at discontinuitiesof the residual
Let the instant at which
g(fl+l)(t).
residual g(1)(t) is discontinuous be
denoted by
where
is the serial
number of the discontinuity. Then Laplace
transform of the pulse g(t) can be
expanded into a polynomial in
as,

ABSTRACT

The instants at which significant
excitation of vocal tract take place
during voicing are referred to as epochs.

Epochs and strengths of excitation pulses
at
epochs are useful in characterizing
voice source. Epoch filtering technique
proposed by the authors determine epochs
from speech waveform. In this paper we

j

propose

zero—phase inverse filtering to
obtain strengths of excitation pulses at
epochs. Zero—phase inverse filter
compensates the gross spectral envelope
of short—time spectrum of speech without
affecting phase characteristics. Linear
prediction analysis is used to realize
the zero—phase inverse filter. Source

a(s)

characteristicsthat can be derived from
speechusing this technique are illustrated with examples.

=

E.(s)/s
1

(1)

where

Ei(s)

=

g(i)(t..)e_Stii

(2)

I. INTRODUCTION

Extraction of voice source

A single pitch period of glottal
pulse is a finite duration signal. It is
not necessary to assume glottal flow to
be zero beyond closure. Then Laplace
transform of glottal pulse can be
(1). A glottal
expressed in the form
pulse cannot have a waveform discontinuity as otherwise it would imply infinila
velocity of vocal—folds. Hence B (s) is
identically zero, Eq. (1) reduce to

informat-.

ion from speech is an important problem
in speech analysis. it i3 generally

difficult to obtain glottal pulse shape
from speech waveform. Alternativelyone
can think of parameters characterising
voice source which can more easily be
extracted from speech waveform. Epoch,
the instant of significant excitation of
vocal—tract cavity, is one such parameter
iJ. Several techniques have 'been
proposed for identifying epochs -47.
Source characteristics can more accurately
be described by considering epochs as
well as strengths of impulses at epochs.
Zero—phase inverse filtering technique is
proposed to obtain these characteristics.
The technique is illustrated with examples
of vowel sounds.
II.

Consider

Let g(t)

g(t).

G(s)

(3)

[5J

g(t).

at
g(t) will contain impulses
of

the instants of discontinuities

E1(s)/s

According to source—system model
voiced speech is considered as the
response of vocal—tract system V(s) to
quasiperiOdic sequence of glottal
pulses (Fig. la). Laplace transform 5(e)
of voiced speech signal s(t) is given by

EPOCH CHARACTERISATION

a finite duration pulse
be the nth derivative of

i=2

S(s) = V(s)G(s)=
i=2
Z
i=2 v1(s)Ei(s)

gkt).
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(4)

where
Vt(s)

From

V(s)

= V(s)/s1

H

(5)

(0) SoURCE-SYSTEM

Eq.(4) we get

fIODEI

E v1(t) *

s(t)

i

(6)

e1(t).

'

According to Eq. (6) s(t) is a superposition of responses of systems V.(s)
to excitation signals e1(t) which
contain only impulses. A model based on

in Fig. lb. Defining e(t)
Iisthshown
order epoch signal, It follows

(6)

as

from (5) that higher

order

epochs become

less significant at higher frequencies.
Ideally

voice

source is completely chara—

cterised by the

Generally

set e.(t),i=2,

oo}

(b)

e2(t) adequaely represents
for a fixed

the glottal pulse except
second order roll—off. When there are
no slope discontinuitiese2(t) will be
zero and
can be used to specify
voice soure, and so on. The instants
of slope discontinuities together with
the value of impulses at these instants
are referred to as epoch characteristics.

F

COMPOStYE-

SGNL

MODEL

.1

e(t)

The

adequacy of representation of a
g(t) by its epoch characteristics
is illustrated by considering a few
typical
pulse shapes C6J. The
glottal pulse, its second derivative and
its epoch characteristics are given in
Fig. 2 for three cases. The weighted log
spectrum of g(t) and log spectrum of
e (t) are also shown in Fig. 2. The log—
sectrum of g(t) is given a 12 db/octave
high freqtmncy emphasis to compare it
with the log—spectrum of e9(t). It can
be seen that the spectral haracteristics
of g(t) are adequatelyrepresented by
The mean—square error between
e2(t).
and
e (t) normalisedwith respect
g(2)(t)
energy of 2the pulse g(t) for the
three cases are .00003, .000022, 0.0.
Thus the error caused by omitting higher
derivatives appears to be negligible.
Also, this error is mostly concentrated
within 100 Hz in the spectrum.

pulse

glottal

o

A

g

e(t)

III. ZERO—PHASE INVERSE FILTERING

Epoch filtering technique has been
proposed by the authors for identification of epochs [4J. Epoch filter
computes Hubert envelope of band—pass
filtered signal. The band—pass filtering
is realised using a frequency domain window of about 1.25 IGI width located in
the high frequency range. The output of
epoch filter gives peaks at epoch locations. However, the anplitudes of peaks
at epochs depend on the vocal—tract

e(t)

FL9. 2.
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transfer function and spectral roll—off
due to glottal pulse. Hence the axnpli—
tudes of peaks at epochs cannot be
related to source. According to the
model proposed the Fourier transform of
speech signal can be written as
5(w)

'

the method is shown in Fig.
IV,

akek)ev
(7)

is

1 (w) the phase transform of
anK ak and tk are used in place of

where

vs)
g

The differentiatedwaveform, the
reconstructedwaveform obtained using LPCs
and epoch characteristics arid the reconstructed waveform by conventional LP syn
thesis are shown in Pig. 6. It may be
noted that by using epoch characteristics
a waveform nearly resembling the original
signal is obtained,

and
2'(t1)
t1 respectively. Assume
that speech signal is passed through a
filter
—1
H(w)

(8)

V.

to obtain the output r(t). If the epoch
filtering is performed on r(t), the
amplitude of' peaks at epochs is independent of' J(w)/w'.

this

n

to a
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CONCLUSIONS

It is known that LP residual excited
vocoder gives high quality speech. This
is bocause information pertaining to
multiple excitations are retained in the
LP residual. However source parameters
as described in
paper cari also be
used in vOcOders. Usually the major
excitation is assumed to take place at
glottis closure. However we have observed
several cases in these studies that major
excitation occurs at the peak of glottis
opening rather than at the closure. The
technioue can be used for studying vans—
tion
glottal pulse characteristics for
continuous speech and for studies relating
to voice disorders,

8(w) is an inverse filter to the
vocal—tract system with zero—phase charaIt may be recalled that the
cteristics.
gross—spectralenvelope of short—time
spectrum of' speech signal corresponds to
vocal—tract system. :tt is well known
that linear prediction (LP)techniqe can
be used as a whitening filter [7J. The
LP technique uses only the spectral
information of speech signal. The phase
chaFacteristics of the digital inverse
filter corresponds
minimum—phase
signal. In general, the inverse filter
cannot be expected to compensate for
phase characteristics of vocal—tract
system, thus introducing additional phase
the output o± digital inverse
changes

sharp

EXAMPLES

Waveform of vowel sound lal, the
estimated glottal pulse shape, squared LP
error, and epoch filter output of whitened
signal for two speakers are given in
Pigs. 4 and 5. It is observed that the
main excitation Occurs at peaks of glottal
flow in both cases. Por case A, there is
also sri excitation at closure. The
relative strengths of excitation at peak
and closure are in the ratio 1.3:1.
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